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It is a pleasure to be with such a prominent gathering today at this

International Nuclear Conference - "Electricity and Uranium - A Brighter Future".

I am pleased to again meet so many old friends, fellow attendees, from the ura-

nium industry. I say old friends, since it seems that the cyclic nature of our

industry most certainly has aged us!

While Wisconsin Public Service Corporation, as a nuclear utility, may not be

considered part of the uranium fraternity - and I use that term very cautiously

- utilities are indeed an important aspect of the industry as the title of this

conference, "Electricity and Uranium - A Brighter Future" so indicates. Nuclear

utilities are the reason the uranium supply industry exists. They are the ura-

nium consumer, a consumer with a sustained demand which can be relied upon.

Although utilities generally provide a sustained demand, this is not always the

case. When the U.S. Department of Energy created a temporary and excess demand

for feed material by virtue of its Fixed Commitment Contracts for enrichment,

utilities responded and created a corresponding temporary and excess demand for

uranium. Such non-sustainable demands create a boom and bust cycle.

One has to ask: Who benefits from a boom and bust cycle such as is being

experienced now? The information people have benefited, as liavn brokers in a

transient market. These two "bit players" of the industry - with no investment,

no real stake in the industry benefit in a "less than independent" mode. That
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brings us to the point of "Reflecting on the Reporting of the Uranium Spot

Price." There are various organizations who publish some fonn of short term or

near term price. Obviously NUEXCO and NUKEM are two of the better known

organizations.

Let's first define the uranium spot price. There is the NUEXCO EXCHANGE VALUE

which is defined as "Nuexco's judgement of che price at which transactions for

significant quantities of natural uranium concentrates could be concluded as of

the date indicated." For instance, on March 31, 1984, this number was $17.00

per pound yellowcake. There also is NUEXCO's TRANSACTION VALUE based upon

recent transactions for a nebulous amount of uranium.

There also is NUKEM1s PRICE RANGE FOR BIDS AND OFFERS which again is based upon

transactions involving delivery within six months of the same nebulous amount of

uranium.

However exacting these three definitions may be in an intellectual sense,

pragmatically all thror: of these values are basically the sane thing. There is

Vittle real concern that the price is up to 60 days delayed. There is little

real concern if the price is $17.25/;? or SI7.80/4'. There is, however, real

concern if the price is $2A/~ or $17/i or $34/??. For the sake of simplicity and

practicality, let's consider the three definitions to be one: the Spot Price -

oil 'educated guess' as to what the price could be on one given day for an

unknown quantity of uranium to be disposed of regardless of cost.

A close look identifies some basic difficulties in the Reporting of the Uranium

Spot Price. The sp.-t. and near ? erm market today represents only about 10 per-

cent of tin: total uranium market. Unfortunately, the Spot Price is ti:-2 only



widely published indication of price and is therefore most visible. Thus, while

it bears no relationship to a viable mining industry or to the real elasticity

of cost for utilities, it gets a damacjingly high amount of use.

Fortunately or unfortunately the Spot Price seems to be more of a U.S. phenome-

non than a world wide accepted statistic. For this I compliment the inter-

national industry; however, a significant portion of the uncommitted demand for

uranium is in the U.S. Thus, the Spot Price role may continue to increase.

The Spot Price is simply that identified price at which a buyer is willing to

buy and a seller is willing to sell uranium concentrates. It is a term which .

represents the extremities of the market - an indicator of how low a price 'a

buyer can demand for the industry's excesses, or an indicator of how high a

price a seller can exact in a shortage condition. It is an ovorreaction of the

market and thus a purveyor of instability.

There are some disturbing influences that result from the reporting of the Spot

Price. The visual impact, of reporting that statistic can, and probably does,

reinforce and accelerate any trend. This is a destabilizing influence. As

diligent, as the reporters may be not to influence buyer and seller activities,

the reporting itself will accelerate and indeed could create a trend. The logi-

cal consequence of accelerating a trend, whether it is up or down, is that the

extremes of the trend will be accentuated, and we will got the market volatility

we saw in the last 12 months. To say the least - tho marl:at has not been

stable.
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Short term instabilities will not impact the Utility Fuel Manager in the short

term. However, in the long term it could lead to disasterous results. The

declining number of uranium sources as a result of this instability could cause

the demand/supply balance to tilt again in the reverse direction.

As unsettling as these thoughts may be, there is perhaps a more subtle, but

equally questionable situation developing. The Spot Price creates the illusion

that uranium is not a fuel as coal is a fuel, but suggests that uranium is a

commodity.

The uranium business may be in a transition stage from a fuel supply business to

a commodities business for a temporary period. However, the Reporting of the

Spot Uraniun Price is accelerating this transition and may be making such a

transition quite permanent.

Since the single real consumer group is the utility, uranium should take on the

fonn of a long term, secure fuel supply to support the billion dollar investment

in the nuclear power industry. With the finding of massive uranium deposits in

Australia and Canada and other parts of the world, the utility fuel manager may

be lulled into complacency and no longer look for the security of supply. He

may happily look to buy a commodity at the Spot Price. There is no question

that uranium is today recognized by some utility fuel managers as a true com-

modity of which there exists all that one can possibly need.

The acceptance of tin transition of the uranium market froii: a fuel supply market

to a commodities market may prevent the necessary development of uranium

resojrecs. Remonbor that the concept of a coinedities market precludes stable,
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long-term contracts upon which potential investors and utilities can rely. The

Spot Price does not relate in any logical way to the cost of production - but

soley to the commodities nature of uranium itself. Such a situation will

preclude the investments needed to bring adequate supplies to the market.

Without these investors, whether they are from private industry or quasi govern-

mental corporations, there will not be the supply when it is needed, regardless

of how many huge, attractive orebodi>s one may discover. This is a precarious

situation, and the utility fuel managers must refrain from treating uranium as a

commodity.

In addition to the mere publication of the Spot Price creating difficulties by

supporting a commodities market concept, there is yet another real potentfai for

misuse. This misuse is by the uranium-purchasing utility and by the seller. If

long-term uranium contracts are tied to the Spot Uranium Price, this 10 peixc-nt

short-term component of the uranium market may grow, thus lending further

credence to the Spot Price and thus to the potential for instability. For a

short time, such a self-fulfilling prophecy may serve either the buyer or the

seller, but it does tend to make the market change and overreact. This does

neither the investor nor the user any service in the long term.

Given these stated difficulties, will the reliance on the Spot Price be

diminished? I think noH One major reason that the Spot Price will be relijd

upon excessively is because it is a statistic. In fact, it is the one ct-ntistic

in the uranium market that can be considered to be somewhat "independent." When

a fuel manager must justify his position, he is prone to rely on some

"independent statistic"; and the Spot Price will probably be that "independent

statistic."
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If NUEXCO & NUKEM were to stop the Reporting of the Uranium Spot Price, cer-

tainly there would be a renewed demand for such a statistic. So given that,

there will always be such a demand, the currently reported values serve a useful

- if somewhat self-serving function.

Thus, in review we see that the Reporting of the Spot Uranium Price does not

represent the uranium market - but actually represents the extremities o F a

market. The Spot Prices tend to cause instabilities in the market if relied

upon too heavily and an excessive use will actually support a questionable

transition from a fuel supply industry to a commodities industry.

Utility fuel buyers and uranium sellers must be careful how they use the Spot

Price, or they will continue to create an unstable supply/de.nand reldlionship.

But, since we all rely upon statistics for the illusion of independence, we may

get the commodities market, assisted along by the information people, whether we

want it or not.
.̂

Thank you.

EDI.'ivak:wab


